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????????????????????????I have tried in this revision to incorpo-
rate the main lessons of the last sixteen years. These lessons have been considerable. I con-
sider it a real and extensive revision − even though I had to do only a moderate amount of
rewriting − because the main thrust of the book has been modified in important ways which
I shall detail below.??5?
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????My study of self-actualizing per-
sons has worked out very well ??????. Enough verifications and supports have accu-
mulated in the last few decades??6?
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Another addition to the description of self-actualizing






















??????????????????????we do not know much about self-actualization???
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?????????????????????I have learned through the years since this
study was first begun in 1935?it is still going on?to lay far greater stress than I had at first





?????????????????????????????Peakers seem also to live



























??????Because this experience is a natural experience, well within the jurisdiction of
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???their motivations change in quality so much and are so different from the ordinary
needs for safety or love of respect, that they ought not even to be called by the same name.


















” to describe the motivations of self-actualizing peo-
ple.?If the wish for love be called a need, the pressure to self-actualize ought to be called by








































































































































can be threatening to the highly matured person???29????????
???????????????????? p. xiii.?87??? xxvii???? p. xiv.?87???
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??disinterested love and admiration for
































− is found in some grandparents.??33?
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